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The evolution of fi re alarm systems
Since 2014, the historic Tecnoalarm plant houses the offi  ces and production
facilities of Tecnofi re, the company division dedicated to automatic fi re alarm systems. 
The plant extends to an area of 3,000sqm and houses the departments of Research
and development, Sales and marketing, the production as well as the demo
and training rooms. 
The Tecnofi re brand, just as Tecnoalarm, promotes technology, innovation and design 
rigorously made in Italy. 
The entire range of products is certifi ed and made according to the highest standards 
of design and construction, the same which earned the parent company national
and international success.

Hi-tech burglar alarm systems
Tecnoalarm, established in 1977 and motivated by a great passion for security,
has immediately placed great emphasis on advanced technological research and on the 
development of simple but effi  cient solutions that meet the requirements of the market.

High-quality products and a high level of innovation very soon allowed Tecnoalarm
to dominate the market and boost its growth. Today, the company is leader in Italy
and strongly present in the world.
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Control panels certifi ed by Amazon: 
EV 4-24 4G - TP10-42 - TP8-88 - TP20-440

Amazon, Alexa and all 
related logos are trademarks of 

Amazon.com, Inc. or its affi  liates

Interactive supervision of burglar and fi re alarm systems
Integration of intrusion and fi re detection as well as video surveillance in one multi-client platform. 

Innovative graphic interface, customizable by the user, with guided procedures
in line with the security plan of the building.

Connectivity and maintenance services in one progressive web app  
A portal for users and installers permitting the connection

with all systems simultaneously, by PC and on the move. 
Tools for the coordination and the maintenance according to the standards and rules of the sector

and access to the documentation of Tecnoalarm and Tecnofi re.

Hi-tech burglar alarm systemsHi-tech burglar alarm systemsHi-tech burglar alarm systems
EN 50131 certifi ed productsEN 50131 certifi ed productsEN 50131 certifi ed productsEN 50131 certifi ed productsEN 50131 certifi ed productsEN 50131 certifi ed products

Automatic fi re alarm systemsAutomatic fi re alarm systemsAutomatic fi re alarm systemsAutomatic fi re alarm systemsAutomatic fi re alarm systemsAutomatic fi re alarm systems
EN 54 certifi ed productsEN 54 certifi ed productsEN 54 certifi ed productsEN 54 certifi ed productsEN 54 certifi ed productsEN 54 certifi ed products

The engineers provide
support and advice
for the design and setup
of systems that guarantee
the best security for
all three protection levels,
in line with the increasingly
severe regulatory standards.

The academy
has the aim of training
the professionals of the sector
on the regulatory framework
and the technological 
innovations.

Highly specialized technicians 
work in close contact with
the Tecnoalarm R & D department 
and are always available
to assist the installers 
in programming the systems
and searching
proactive solutions.

Tecnoalarm services

Tecnofi re services

The academy teachers
train the professionals
of the sector
on a daily basis
regarding the systems,
up-to-date technologies
and regulatory standards.

Thanks to RSC® technology, 
the technicians from
the TTS team are able to assist
the installers in programming 
and analyzing the functioning
of the systems, in real time
and from a distance.

The TES team employs
modern software tools
to support the system engineers 
during the design and setup
of the systems.

Innovation in serviceInnovation in serviceInnovation in service
Support - Assistance - TrainingSupport - Assistance - TrainingSupport - Assistance - Training

The automatic fi re alarm systems designed by Tecnofi re
have a modular structure, are remotely controlled and,

after testing by accredited Italian and European certifi cation bodies,
have received EN 54 certifi cation. 

The implementation of RSC® technology guarantees an added value in system management.
Thanks to remote management, it is indeed possible to program and control 

the operating parameters of the systems from a distance
and reduce the time and costs of maintenance.

More than 40 years of Tecnoalarm research ushered in a new era.
Now, the new Evolution systems (synchronization and 2-way wireless communication)

complement the prestigious TP systems (10 to 440 hard-wired and wireless zones),
thus satisfying every requirement for protection, from small homes to large complexes. 

RSC® technology establishes the communication between
the systems and the technical control station of the installation company.

A multitude of possibilities of access to the systems ensure
universal applicability on every kind of user. 

Tecnoalarm, ahead of the market, has obtained the certifi cation of its systems
for the use with the main virtual assistants.
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